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Welcome,
We are Kaja and realize design wishes. With a wide range of both indoor
and outdoor furniture, dream projects are designed by our designers. We
take care of the design, realization, supervision and care of a complete
interior project. Everything for care & education, sports & recreation, retail
& business or catering, nothing is too crazy for us!

furniture, design and realisation

Kaja stands for the motto ''Together you are strong!'' That is why we work together with
Van Gestel Grootkeukentechniek, HANOS and Higold Excellent Outdoor Furniture. These
partners are indispensable for us and can all be found in our Studio Senses inspiration
centers.
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We turn idea's
into design
We are Kaja and realize design wishes. Get together
with our own designers, they work in line with the latest
trends and design dream projects! Have you always
been so curious about how our projects come about?
Then read and browse through and take a look at the
realized projects!

6

1.

AROUND THE TABLE WITH
ONE OF OUR DESIGNERS

In order to get to know each other, we schedule
an intake interview with one of our consultants and
designers. During this interview, subjects such as the
budget, the programme of requirements and the
realisation will be discussed. But of course also your
wishes for colour, material, space and furnishing.

2.

DESIGN DESIGN DESIGN

The designer will work for you with the given
wishes. The designer creates a moodboard from
which materials and colours are chosen. This is
incorporated into a floor plan with a spatial layout.
The moodboard, the choice of materials and colours
and the layouts will be discussed with you. Do you
have any changes in the design? Then we will adjust it!
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3.

QUOTATION & PREPARATION
PHASE

After approval of the design, the cost estimate
will

be

by

you!

included
Together

in

a
we

quotation
start

the

and

signed

realization.

In order to be able to actually carry out everything,
the drawings are worked out in technical detail
and ordered by our project department. We meet
the project manager, who is also happy to join the
construction crew in their discussions. Together
we start the realization in which we guide you!
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3D vieuws

4. THE REALISATION
Then the time has come: THE REALISATION! The
products are delivered and assembled on site,
it's really starting to look like it! Hasn't it been fully
dressed up yet as you wanted it to be? Then we
offer the possibility for on-site styling by our stylists.
We are happy to record the new design and Kaja
will take care of the photography. This can be
used for marketing activities and social media.
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CAFE &
RESTAURANT
Kaja has more than 40 years of experience in
designing catering establishments. We are proud
to have a wide and diverse clientele that we
supply with quality products. We deliver attractive
interiors that suit our customers, always taking
into account your budget and your vision for
your own business. Our designers have a feel
for their profession and always know how to
create the right atmosphere with their designs.

Passion for hospitality design
Kaja has a passion for catering establishments. We
have our own design studio that combines creativity
with functionality for a wide range of catering
establishments. What often starts with an idea or
a dream, our designers work out a tangible design
that perfectly matches your vision. Our designers are
at home in every segment and always incorporate
the latest industry trends into their designs.

9
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Frank's Bistro
& Restaurant

Düsseldorf
Germany

In Düsseldorf's old town behind the 300-year-old
façade of the Palais Spinrath you will find Restaurant,
Bistro & Club Frank's.
A relaxed and lively atmosphere in the bistro or
a luxurious and chic ambience with a view of the
Andreashöfe in the restaurant. It's all possible!
Interior designer Stefanie has worked with traditional
shapes in her design, which are processed in a
contemporary way. The mix of various materials such
as natural stone, wood, leather and velvet give each
10

room its own twist, just like the unique lighting plan
that has been processed. The hidden gem at Frank's is
the Club in the basement. Guests are taken to a new
world with golden walls, marble and luxurious fabrics.
An extraordinary atmosphere where you can enjoy a
drink or a luxurious dinner.

STEFANIE
interior designer
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Nice by Elliott
Noordwijk, The Netherlands
Glamour, sexy and chic... that's the concept of NICE
by Elliot in Noordwijk. Our interior designer has
worked with various colors and materials in her
design. The combination of marble, brass, wood and
velvet creates a whole and a warm look.
A restaurant where everything revolves around
experience and hospitality; a delicious drink, beautiful
dishes or special cocktails at the bar. It's all possible at
NICE by Elliot.
12

''Glamour, sexy & chic''

MARIJE
interior designer
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de Zwaan
Delden, The Netherlands
At restaurant, hotel and foodbar de Zwaan in Delden
you are welcome for an extensive lunch and a good
dinner. A place where you can plop down in the
Gelagkamer with a Gin&Tonic or a delicious special
beer from the tap. The place where the tourist meets
the local, the housewife the hipster and where uptown
meets downtown. In short: The Swan is 'the living room'
of Delden. With its warm charisma and hospitality.
And that is also visible in the interior, the cozy and
14

atmospheric spaces. Perfect for a drink, a business
lunch, a conference or a romantic dinner.

"The Home of Delden''

ILSE
interior designer
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Sint Jans Gebouw
Wierden, The Netherlands

'Cosiness in a new look' at the Sint Jans Building in
Wierden! This is not only the slogan of the grand café,
but was also the assignment for Kaja & Van Gestel
to design and realize the interior and kitchen. The
designer has managed to make a perfect combination
between then and now. The interior consists of a
lot of traditionally characterized furniture with a chic
and modern twist! Thanks to Van Gestel's compact
kitchen, guests can enjoy an easy breakfast, a delicious
16

lunch or a snack over coffee or a drink. With the
interior of Kaja and the kitchen of Van Gestel, St Jans
Gebouw has become the living room of Wierden!

''Cosiness from the
past in a new look.''

STEFANIE
interior designer

The kitchen was
realised by our
partner at Gestel
Grootkeukentechniek.
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Meerwold Food & Drinks
Groningen, The Netherlands

A brand new interior, stunning views of the
Hoornsemeer, delicious food and conviviality;
these are the ingredients of Meerwold Eten &
Drinken. With a lot of enthusiasm, our designer
has been able to transform the spaces into an
attractive design. A place where you can watch,
taste, smell and enjoy in the restaurant, bar or in
the great ambiance of private dining for private
groups.
18

"A real wow factor ''

STEFANIE
interior designer
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Restaurant Eemlust
Baarn, The Netherlands

Restaurant & Rederij Eemlust is a unique place
on the river Eem where everyone can enjoy our
surprising dishes and hospitable service! A real
family business and it is important that you feel
at home! And that can be seen in the interior, a
cozy and atmospheric space.
Perfect for a drink at the waterfront, a business
lunch, high tea or romantic dinner, always
welcome, seven days a week!
20

''A charming and
unique place on the
water''
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Brasserie Monastère
Delft, The Netherlands

In the heart of Delft you will find Café Brasserie
Monastère on the corner of the Beestenmarkt.
The brasserie owes its name to the
Minderbroederklooster that stood on the square
until 1595.
On one side you can enjoy a drink at the
authentic bar. On the other side of the building
you can enjoy the French cuisine in the cozy
brasserie.
22

Designer Roza has combined the old elements
of the building to create a classic, accessible and
elegant atmosphere. With the subway tiles, the
white marble and the well-known bistro chairs,
it's as if you're in France.

''Classic, approachable
and elegant atmosphere''

ROZA
interior designer

KAJA PROJECT LOOKBOOK | HORECA
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Brass Boer Thuis
Zwolle, The Netherlands

Jonnie and Thérèse Boer of De Liberije in Zwolle
and Brass Boer on Bonaire, opened a new
restaurant in Zwolle at the beginning of May:
Brass Boer Thuis. Together with our partners from
Gestel Grootkeukentechniek and HANOS, we
worked together to create Brass Boer Thuis as a
real home and we succeeded!
Designer Stefanie has transformed Brass Boer
Thuis into an atmospheric bistro with a warm
appearance, partly due to the use of yellow and
24

orange colours. In Brass Boer Thuis the same kind
of dishes are served as in Brass Boer on Bonaire,
but with ingredients from the Zwolle region. This
makes it a new 'bistro-brasserie style' in which
many dishes are served directly from the wood
feed to the guests. It has become a place to enjoy
an evening, just as atmospheric and convivial as in
a real home!

''An attractive design''

STEFANIE
interior designer
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Boutique Club
Plan Nijverdal, The Netherlands
Plan Nijverdal, formerly Gym to B, officially opens
its doors in a new building! A boutique club for
relaxation and effort, and we were allowed to
take care of the furniture.

'' It all starts
with a plan ''
At the new location not only can we train, but
26

also have meetings and lunches. According
to the owner, the name Plan Nijverdal is 'an allembracing name that suits all possible activities
on the Holterweg. After all, everything starts with
a plan'.
We were allowed to take care of the furniture
resulting

in

a

beautiful

picture!

A

unique

atmosphere with a warm and tough look. A place
to enjoy after an effort or during a meeting.

ILSE
interior designer
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Pastry shop Thijs
Oldenzaal, The Netherlands

Ice cream from Patisserie Thijs in Oldenzaal.
A project of Kaja. He had planned a different
opening but it's no different in the 'Corona time'.
Krentenwegge, pastries, cakes, chocolate and
ice cream; Thijs sells it all. The delicacies are
displayed in two showcases. Customers can take
it home or eat it at one of the tables in his shop.
"Or later outside. There will also be a terrace",
says Thijs. Then the corona measures must have
been lifted. For the time being the entrepreneur
28

only sells half a litre of ice cream.
We wish Thijs lots of success! The business looks
at least successful!
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The Lemon Tree
Deventer, The Netherlands

"Kaja Interiors has done everything for us. We
were not that enthusiastic about this beforehand
and thought that they only built those standard
recognizable restaurants and bars. What a mistake
we made.
From the very first moment they were able to
translate the ideas we had in our heads into a
beautiful and special design. What we think is
important is that switching is done quickly and
in a pleasant way, and that is exactly what we
30

experienced at Kaja.
Designer Stefanie is responsible for the entire
moodboard and design. She is a talented designer
with knowledge of beautiful things. According to
Valentijn Bergers, Michaël Hoeksema and Max
Hertzdahl of Lemon Tree".

STEFANIE
interior designer
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Gastrobar 1910
Almelo, The Netherlands

Gastrobar 1910 opened its doors in a historic
building in the centre of Almelo. A restaurant
where it's all about good meat and fish dishes.
The building was decorated by Kaja years ago,
but was completely restyled for Gastrobar 1910.
The bar and kitchen have been left in place, but
the rest has been completely redesigned'.
Because of the warm and natural tones, it has
32

become a modern design. The golden elements
in the interior serve as a real eye-catcher. The
golden logo connects to the interior, but also
to the crockery, clothing and menu. The wellconsidered lighting makes the golden wallpaper,
the wine climate cabinet and the golden wall
decorations stand out even more''. In combination
with the luxurious velvet upholstery and botanical
elements, the restaurant has been given a chic
and modern look. A place where you can enjoy,
meet and share; the perfect night out.

'' Perfect for a night
out! ''
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BY AMI Urban Bistro
Rotterdam, The Netherlands

By Ami Urban Bistro is the new hotspot with
international allure, located at one of the most
beautiful locations sop de Kop van Zuid in
Rotterdam.
A project that Kaja was allowed to work on and
we are proud of it! We were allowed to deliver
the furniture which, in combination with the rest
of the interior, looks like a magical fairy tale.

34

Not only the interior is an art work, also the food
is a party at By Ami!
Who would you like to have lunch with here?

KAJA PROJECT LOOKBOOK | HORECA
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Twentse Bierbrouwerij
Hengelo, The Netherlands

In

the

heart

of

Hengelo

is

the

Twentse

Bierbrouwerij Proeflokaal. Our designer Stefanie
has worked with a lot of enthusiasm to transform
the appearance of the new location into a robust,
tough but above all atmospheric design.
Not only the restaurant, but also the multifunctional
party

rooms

and

meeting

rooms

for

all

conceivable events have been taken care of. The
keywords are tough, traditional and pure. The
36

interior is industrially designed with decorative
piping, unpolished steel, wood and leather,'' says
Tubantia.

''Tough, crafty and
pure''

STEFANIE
interior designer
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ZUZU Kitchen & Bar
Ede, The Netherlands

At Zuzu Kitchen & Bar you can feel the trendy and
hip atmosphere of Miami. Zuzu means 'unusual'
and comes from Swahili.
Each part of the colourful interior gives its own
unique atmosphere, from the colours soft pink,
adventurous green and warm yellow. An exotic
place where you can always go for a snack and a
drink. The place to be!

38

STEFANIE
interior designer
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Restaurant Banfi
Zeist, The Netherlands

The interior of restaurant Banfi stands for luxury.
The colour green makes the restaurant cool and
the use of rich fabrics gives the restaurant a chic
look.
With the central bar and the ceiling as a striking
eye-catcher, dinner at Banfi will be a party!

''A real
eye-catcher! ''
40

STEFANIE
interior designer
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Hotel & Restaurant
Het Montferland
Zeddam, The Netherlands

Designer

Marije

Montferland.

"The

speaks

about

historic

project

building

of

Het
Het

Montferland is located in a very unique location
in Zeddam. Because of the natural colours and a
wink to the surroundings, it has become a playful
and modern design. Subtle elements in the interior
interconnect the various functions and spaces
within the building. In addition, it corresponds
with the greatest view that Het Montferland has
42

to offer.
In consultation with the clients, the design has
been translated into a conceptual design, in which
the magical view and the characteristic building
have found their origin again in the design".

'' Truly beautiful! ''

MARIJE
interior designer
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Bom Food
& Drinks

Bouillon, Belgium

BOM Food & Drinks is located in Hotel de la Poste.
A modern concept in a classic hotel. The
entrepreneurs visited Studio Senses and that gave
us and Van Gestel Grootkeukentechniek the
opportunity to visualize the interior design and
show how the different designs, materials and
equipment interact and together create a fitting
concept.
BOM is also equipped with a double terrace with
44

lounges that offer the possibility to enjoy a nice
view with a delicious cocktail.

''A modern concept
in a classic hotel''
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Lunchroom Parkoers
The Hague, The Netherlands

Parkoers is a special lunchroom in the Zuiderpark
in The Hague. You can go there for a delicious
coffee and cake, brunch, lunch or a drink. They
use seasonal products with an honest story.

''A special
lunchroom''
46

MARIJE
interior designer
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Citycafe Blij
Zwolle, the Netherlands

The most prominent building in the centre of
Zwolle has been given a new purpose. A
multifunctional catering facility where experience
is central with various spaces in different
atmospheres.
A catering establishment with its own unique
identity in industrial urban style that radiates
welcome. In every space. Robust materials, various shades of copper fabrics, vintage look fur48

niture and a strong lighting plan. Striking Kornuit
beer tanks on the wall, a
impressive chandelier and the cleverly designed
bar are real eye-catchers and complete the
atmosphere.

''That'll really make
you happy, won't it? ''

KAJA PROJECT LOOKBOOK | HOSPITALIT Y
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Restaurant Cavay
Leeuwarden, the Netherlands

An all-in project of the permanent experience
Studio Senses professionals for real grill lovers.
Van Gestel industrial kitchen technology
completely furnished the open kitchen. Large
charcoal grills, live cooking decor and various
innovative equipment give fragrance and taste to
this all you can eat restaurant.
Kaja has completely translated the grill concept
into a daring and atmospheric interior, where
50

more than 300 guests can enjoy meat & fish.
Various shapes & sizes tables are combined with
one kind of vintage-look chair and are quenched
with several lamps. If that doesn't put the senses
on edge!

''A bold and
atmospheric
interior''

KAJA
KAJA
PROJECT
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NO 11 Deventer, the Netherlands
Inspired by Jackies
While we sit down at a table in the austere and
light restaurant it's striking that the interior at least
doesn't lack that much attention.
After a drastic renovation of four months the restaurant (80 chairs, spacious terrace in front of the
door) is nothing like its predecessor Little Italy.
That was no small job.

52

'' Sleek and
light interior ''

STEFANIE
interior designer
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Hotel Apollo

Papendrecht
The Netherlands

Hotel Apollo is a chain of quality hotels in the
Netherlands. They do everything they can to
make you come back again. It is up to designer
Marije to give the hotel in Papendrecht a unique
atmosphere.
Marije set to work with the brand conditions of
Hotel Apollo. By the use of natural colors and materials, the restaurant has a warm and a friendly
look. A place where guests feel at home.

54

'' Unexpected
elements,
worked out to the
smallest detail''

MARIJE
interior designer
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Restaurant
Chi Chi's Luxemburg
Chi-Chi's is a Tex-Mex restaurant & bar chain
originally founded in 1975 in Richfield, Minnesota
(USA).
"We're not a chain of Mexican restaurants, we
prefer to call it Tex-Mex with the typical dishes of
the Southwestern United States.
It's up to Kaja to make the interior flow in the same
atmosphere.
56

The food and music, in combination with the new
interior forms a great whole.

KAJA PROJECT LOOKBOOK | HOSPITALIT Y
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Pizza Hut

Luxemburg

Pizza Hut has grown to become the world's
largest pizza chain since 1958 and is active in
more than 100 countries. The secret behind
the success of this chain? The large number of
different types pizzas on offer. And the freedom
of the franchisees.
A hut with a rich history. This has led to
surprising contrasts in the new interior of Pizza
Hut Luxembourg. No traditional pizzeria, but a
restaurant in the taste and atmosphere of Italy.
58

That was the idea of the designer of Kaja.
Wooden furniture is interspersed with sleek,
minimalist lamps and warm red accents. This is
reflected in the furniture and cabinets as well
as in the decoration and lighting. The walls are
completely decorated in style with authentic and
modern photos and chalkboards and breathe
a pleasant atmosphere. A real perception. For
young and old.

'' Wooden furniture
with sleek lamps and
warm red accents ''

KAJA PROJECT LOOKBOOK | HOSPITALIT Y
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HOTEL
Need a partner for your hotel design? With more
than 50 years of experience, Kaja is a trusted
name in the hospitality industry. From foyer to
restaurant: with Kaja your guests are guaranteed a
tasteful reception.

Feeling at home in a hotel
One of the most important business cards for
your hotel: the interior. Just like your vision on
hospitality, the hotel design should be inviting. To
create a design that makes you and your visitors
feel at home. After all, you want to invite guests
for a hot cup of coffee at the bar, a refreshing
cocktail or a good conversation. Or ensure that
the design of your restaurant adds even more
flavour to the culinary experience of your hotel.

'' Custom-made hotel
interior ''

61
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Hotel Apollo Amsterdam
Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Apollo Hotel Amsterdam, a Tribute Portfolio
Hotel is located at the intersection of the 5 canals
in the stylish Amsterdam Zuid district. The Apollo
Pavilion opened its doors in 1928 for the Olympic
Games.
After a major renovation in 2017, the last 174
rooms have now been redesigned. The entire
room interior has been replaced and the walls
show a special design of the Olympic Games. A
62

proud project where we as Kaja were allowed to
work on!

''Apollo Hotel
Amsterdam in a
new look''

KAJA PROJECT LOOKBOOK | HOTEL
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Best Western Plus
Hotel Regence
Aken, Germany

Right in the centre of the imperial city of Aachen
is Best Western Plus Hotel Regence, a modern
hotel in the ideal location.
With a lot of enthusiasm, our designer managed
to transform the lobby and restaurant into an
attractive and unique design. Subtle elements in
the interior ensure the interconnection between
the spaces within the building.
64

The mix of various materials such as velour,
marble and wood provide a warm and modern
twist. A lovely place to relax in the lobby or have
a drink in the lounge!

''An linked connection
between the rooms.''

65
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Delfins Beach
Resort Bonaire
Kaja was hired to set up the entire project.
Building on Bonaire, where raw materials are not
available and there is a tropical maritime climate,
calls for a specific approach.
The friendly shades of colour and tropical
botanical elements provide a subtropical touch.
The restaurant Brass Boer has an outdoor kitchen
where chefs cook on natural stone and a terrace
directly on the sea with beach bar and food
66

truck.
Special is table number 14, a tribute to Johan
Cruijff. Part of the turnover made at this table
goes to the Johan Cruijff Foundation".

''Tropical and friendly''

STEFANIE
interior designer
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Villa's Delfins
Beach Resort

Bonaire

Modern & stylish that's what the Villas Blushing
Star at Delfins Beach Resort are.
Higold Excellent Outdoor the luxury terrace brand
of Kaja is responsible for the decoration of these
beautiful villas. Blushing Star is a luxury villa with an
area of 129 m2 and a total user area of 201 m2. On
the ground floor this villa offers 3 bedrooms, each
with private bathroom.
On the first floor there is a spacious living room /
68

kitchen, 1 extra bedroom / bathroom and a porch
with sea view. The villa has individually controlled
air conditioning in all bedrooms, as well as in the
living room / kitchen and has a carport that easily
accommodates two cars.

''Modern and stylish''

KAJA PROJECT LOOKBOOK | HOTEL
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Grand Hotel Huis ter Duin
Noordwijk, The Netherlands

The dunes of Noordwijk, sea and sand, a beautiful
view, always different, but always fascinating.
Outside you will experience the elements of
nature. That is why it was important that our
designer included these elements in her design.
A hidden pearl, that is what the terrace on the
second floor of Grand Hotel Huis ter Duin is. Sit
back and relax in one of the Amigo lounge sets at
Bubbles & Bites by Latour. The pictures speak for
70

themselves."

''A hidden pearl''

KAJA PROJECT LOOKBOOK | HOTEL
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Hotel Quelle

Italy

If you don't calm down here, you won't get
anywhere. At Hotel Quelle Nature Spa Resort, it's
all about rest, enjoyment and experience.
A dream accommodation in an inspiring setting,
in the middle of nature and equipped with all
possible facilities for a relaxing but also an active
holiday. And this is also reflected in the terrace
furniture. Comfortable lounge sets for dreaming
away and terrace sets for enjoying all the culinary
delights Hotel Quelle has to offer.
72
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OUTDOOR
The right catering terrace design ensures that your
terrace during sunny days is completely full. When
setting up a catering terrace there is a lot of work
to be done. It is a difficult job to make everything
fit together to create the right atmosphere and
appearance. Kaja will be happy to give you a
personal advice about your catering terrace interior.

Nothing is as cozy as having a terrace with friends.
The sun is shining, there is music, the glasses are
ringing and people are laughing. Every hospitality
entrepreneur enjoys this moment and wants to have
his terrace filled with guests. We like to think along
with you to make your terrace stylish, cozy and
irresistible for your guests. For every budget and
every wish we deliver catering terrace furnishing.

'' Let the sun shine! ''
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Graaf ter Horst
Horst, The Netherlands
Ultimate relaxation and enjoyment is what you do at
Graaf ter Horst in the Limburg Horst. The building in
the Kasteelse bossen has been restored to its former
glory and is more than just a restaurant. You can enjoy
the unique surroundings while enjoying a snack and
drink or dinner. Sit down on the modern terrace on
one of the lovely, comfortable lounges of Higold
Excellent Outdoor or take a seat on the terrace chairs
with matching tables. Be inspired by the rich history
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that the area has to offer at Graaf ter Horst.

''Ultimate enjoyment on
a modern terrace''

KAJA PROJECT LOOKBOOK | TERRACE
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Westin
Dragonara

Malta, Spain

Kaja went here for the own brand Higold
Europe. The collection selected here consists
of exclusive garden furniture and matching
accessories, which together create a beautiful
atmosphere and luxurious look. Renewed
designs, original shapes, smart solutions, top
quality materials, maintenance-friendly and
weather-resistant Sunbrella® fabrics were the key
words for this project! These together form the
characteristics of Higold.
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Live the excellent life.
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The Lemon Tree
Deventer, The Netherlands

If you say Deventer, you say The Lemon Tree.
From the terrace you have a beautiful view over one
of the nicest squares of Deventer, while you enjoy
your culinary lunch or dinner on the terrace.

After Kaja was allowed to decorate the restaurant,
it was also time for the terrace. Modern chairs with
natural wooden tables. A combination that leads to a
cozy and cozy whole.
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They don't have a menu. At the Lemon Tree you
will be surprised both on the terrace and inside
the restaurant. All you have to do is choose the
experience that suits you.
Take a seat at The Lemon Tree.

'' On one of Deventer's cosiest
squares''

KAJA PROJECT LOOKBOOK | TERRACE
TERRAS
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Grand Cafe de Biester
Holten, The Netherlands
A nice afternoon of people watching, that's possible
at Grand Café de Biester in Holten. A perfect stop
after a piece of cycling or if you come straight from
the train.

Go for a delicious wine or beer or do you prefer the
delicious sorbets? It's all possible at the Biester in
Holten!
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After Kaja was allowed to decorate the restaurant, it
was also time for the terrace. And it worked! A cozy
and at the same time hip terrace with the Johah
terrace chair from the Kaja collection.

''A cozy and hip terrace''
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de Oale Marckt
Wierden, The Netherlands

Guesthouse De Oale Marckt has a cozy and
authentic atmosphere where many people will
feel "at home".
After Kaja was allowed to decorate the restaurant,
it was the turn of the terrace! The terrace chair
Spritz really completes the terrace! We like it!
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Holiday park Mölke
Zuna, The Netherlands

Holiday Park & Party Centre Mölke is located in
Twente on the river Regge. Party Centre Mölke
has become a household name in the area
through the right combination of a cozy, versatile
catering establishment with plenty of indoor and
outdoor activities for young and old.
Kaja was allowed to deliver the terrace so you
can enjoy a snack and a drink in the summer!
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OFFICE
More

and

more

value

is

attached

to

an

attractive design of the working environment.
Nowadays we no longer speak of canteens,
but of company restaurants. Kaja has many
years

of

experience

in

company

restaurant

furnishing. Other rooms in company buildings
also

experienced

complete

metamorphoses.

Entrances are transformed into receptions or
lounges and meeting rooms become atmospheric
meeting rooms. All styles, colours and materials are
possible. Kaja offers a wide range of products. We
take care of the design, realisation and supervision
of a complete interior project. Be inspired by Kaja!

'' It's lunchtime''
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Castle Eerde

The Netherlands

In a park with monumental avenues and decorated woodlands, laid out in French classicist style,
you'll find Eerde Castle. A very special project in
which the characteristic building has found its
origin again in the design.
The subtle elements such as the special
designed by our designer Ilse, provides an
interconnection of various spaces. The use of
rich fabrics on the furniture gives the castle a
chic look matching its 18th century style. In
addition, the castle is styled by our stylists to
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make the atmosphere even more convivial than
it already was!

ILSE
interior designer

KAJA PROJECT LOOKBOOK | OFFICE
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Hotel &
Conference Centre
Woudschoten
Zeist, The Netherlands

At Woudschoten Hotel & Conference Centre in
Zeist they know how to convincingly put forward
the theme of green & sustainable. The new pure
& honest restaurant concept fits in perfectly with
this.
Kaja took care of the furniture and realized with
this a beautiful green environment where guests
can have breakfast, lunch or dinner. With natural
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materials, plants and herbs, soft seats and beautiful light Kaja brought nature inside.
Kitchen concept
The pure & honest restaurant concept also includes a new kitchen concept. Van Gestel realized
a completely new kitchen with front cooking.
Thanks to the different buffet furniture with cooling and heating functions and the Coolspot can
be used by chefs fresh and a drawer. minute and
thus respond to the the guest's wishes.

KAJA PROJECT LOOKBOOK | OFFICE
HORECA
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van Rooi Meat
Helmond, The Netherlands

Van Rooi Meat took up the challenge with Studio
Senses and transformed their company restaurant
into an attractive space.
Kaja Interiors gave the atmosphere and charisma
to this interior. Van Gestel Grootkeukentechniek
gave the kitchen the desired functionalities and a
unique look. Everyone's strength, but as one joint
team for the success of our customers.
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''An attractive
company canteen''
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Health insurer
VGZ Gorinchem, The Netherlands
VGZ's company restaurant underwent a true metamorphosis. The Kaja project team set to work
with the desire to get rid of the canteen feeling,
to let the restaurant breathe atmosphere and
the house style as a source of inspiration for the
colour scheme. From design to realization.
The result: a modern and inviting interior with a
classic twist. Fresh colours, transparent materials,
tasteful wall prints and minimalist LED lighting en96

hance the open character of the interior. Some
subtle authentic baroque patterns in the furniture
give a classic twist. And all this is complemented
by catering robbery solutions in the areas of
hygiene and fire safety.
The multifunctional restaurant fits in perfectly
with the new way of working, is also used as a
reception, presentation or meeting room and
gives the feeling of coming home according to
employees. If that's not to your liking...

'' Hello the new working! ''

KAJA PROJECT LOOKBOOK | OFFICE
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RTL Nederland
Hilversum, The Netherlands

Normally at RTL, we like to take control. For the
design, realisation and installation of our new
company restaurant, we have left full control to
Kaja.
It's a good choice. Everyone's job!
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''Furniture, design &
realisation''.

KAJA PROJECT LOOKBOOK | OFFICE
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Company restaurant
Univé Alkmaar, The Netherlands
A catering appearance was the most important condition that the
new company restaurant of Univé Alkmaar had to meet. Alkmaar
Plaza is Univé's new multifunctional company restaurant. An
attractive, inspiring environment that invites to share knowledge
and socialise.
At Alkmaar Plaza, it's as if you're in the city centre in an
cozy atmosphere. The new environment closes
seamlessly with the development of the New Way of Working.
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''A multifunctional
space''
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Swiss Sense

Delft, The Netherlands

Boxspring & mattress specialist Swiss Sense has
chosen to have its company restaurant decorated
by the permanent experience professionals of
Studio Senses. Van Gestel guarantees the kitchen
furnishing. A selection of natural & sustainable
materials, practical solutions and various innovative kitchen appliances give this kitchen taste and
comfort.
Kaja Interieurs has strongly translated the
corporate identity and mission of Swiss Sense (enriching everyone with ultimate sleeping pleasure)
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into a fitting interior. A company restaurant where
employees and guests experience a pleasant
living room feeling. A home. To eat & drink, meet
or just relax. Atmospheric lamps, practical tables,
tasteful cupboards and comfortable chairs adorn
this company restaurant.

''From house style to
home style''

KAJA PROJECT LOOKBOOK | OFFICE
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CONFERENCE &
BANQUETING
Openings, multi-day meetings, training sessions or
a party. All this requires flexible set-ups. Stackable
banqueting chairs, which can be linked and
foldable tables are essential for this. It is important
not to lose sight of the atmosphere and ambiance.

Kaja has a specially designed collection of
banqueting stacking chairs and tables, easy to
use in a conference room. Whether it's luxury
conference chairs or simple and practical chairs.
We have it all! Get inspired by Kaja.

''Flexible and practical''
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Hotel & Brasserie
de Zwaan
Delden, The Netherlands

Finish a party or presentation with dinner? It's all
possible at Hotel Brasserie de Zwaan in Delden. De
Zwaan is 'the living room' of Delden. With its warm
charisma and hospitality. And that can be seen
in the interior, the cosy and atmospheric spaces.
Perfect for a drink, a business lunch, a conference
or a romantic dinner.
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ILSE
interior designer
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Kameryck
Kamerik, The Netherlands

Meetings in peace and quiet and space, these
are the characteristics of Buitenplaats Kameryck
in Kamerik. Buitenplaats Kameryck is a popular
destination for meetings, congresses and parties.
Logical too: the accessibility is excellent, there
are over 350 parking spaces and the serene
environment stimulates and inspires. There are
countless possibilities at Kameryck: come with
three people for a small-scale meeting, or come
with your entire company to organise the kick-off
108

of a new project.
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CARE
We believe that the care interior of a care
institution or residential environment can
contribute positively to the well-being of
residents. Whether for a short or long period of
time, feeling "at home" is very important.

''detail for hostility''
Care interior
Care design is more than just taking into account
practical use, functionality and durability.
Comfort and style are equally important. We take
all these facets into account and have the right
experience to do everything from A to Z. Feel free
to ask us about all our possibilities for the design
of your care project. We will gladly get to work for
you!
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Nursing Home Vreugdehof
Amsterdam, The Netherlands

The real living room feeling comes up when
you step inside at Verpleeghuis Vreugdehof in
Amsterdam.
The large reading table and several cozy seating
areas with plenty of space form the basis of the
interior. Warmth and atmosphere are created by
the use of wooden tables, friendly colors and
surprising wallpaper.
Providing a carefree environment and the right
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care are paramount. Combined with comfort and
style, residents can feel completely at home.
Welcome.

''The real living room
feeling''

KAJA PROJECT LOOKBOOK | CARE
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Park flat
de Valkenburcht
Oosterbeek, The Netherlands

De Valkenburcht combines living, service and
care. Offering a carefree environment and the
right care are of course the first priority. But De
Valkenburcht is convinced that an attractive living
environment has a positive effect on the residents and/or guests.
Upon entering the castle, the living room feeling
is immediately palpable. A large reading table, a
sitting area with fireplace and several cosy seats
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with enough space for privacy form the basis.
Care with a touch of hospitality. Warmth and atmosphere are created by the use of natural stone, beautiful materials and strong (urine-resistant)
fabrics. Welcome home.

''Care with a touch of
hospitality''

KAJA PROJECT LOOKBOOK | CARE
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LEISURE
Relaxation through effort is a good distraction
in our busy lives. Comfort and style are very
important! Sports clubs, fitness schools, coffee
corners and recreational activities are increasingly
opting for hospitality furniture. Our collection of
chairs, bar stools, sofas and tables offers endless
possibilities.

Furnishings
We take all these facets into account and have
the right experience to do everything from A to Z.
Feel free to ask us about all our possibilities for the
design of your project. We will gladly get to work
for you!

''Relaxation
and effort''
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Technical University
Delft, The Netherlands

Coffee-star is located in the coffee corner of the
Library at Delft University of Technology! The concept has recently been
Extended to an XL concept. Kaja Interiors and Van
Gestel industrial kitchen technology were able
to think along and together with Coffee-star they
came up with this new 'look and feel'.
Kaja and Van Gestel Industrial Kitchen Technology
as one team. That works!
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''First coffee and then
the world! ''
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Street Jump
Breda, The Netherlands

For all your acrobatic stunts you can go to Street
Jump Breda!
This project story started in 2018 when 2 Entrepreneurs came to Studio Senses Breda for an intake
interview with our designer Marije and consultant
Lesley. This resulted in a creative design, which
was almost completely adopted. The existing
canteen was stripped and only the bar remained,
it would be "pimped" by Kaja.
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During the pimping the bar was already stripped
of its cloak and it soon became clear that the state
of the bar was disappointing. As a result the team
of Kaja changed gear quickly and the bar was
renewed. During the measurements, the kitchen
was also discussed and together with our partner Van Gestel we came up with a proposal for
a compact kitchen. In less than 6 days the project
team of Kaja installed a completely new interior
and Van Gestel installed a new kitchen.

MARIJE
interior designer
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Casino Las Vegas
Leeuwarden, The Netherlands

"What happens in Vegas, stays in Vegas.
This winged statement is typical of the exciting
and unexpected possibilities that the casino Las
Vegas has to offer.
Kaja was allowed to work everything out from
head to toe making it a cozy, mysterious and
above all colorful space. A casino where you can
go for excitement, conviviality and happiness but
above all a lot of fun!
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We're
happy
to help
you!

Kaja Interieurs
van Gestel
Kaja Interieurs
Kaja Interieurs
van Gestel
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Kaja Interieurs
van Gestel

KAJA RIJSSEN

KAJA ZWOLLE

KAJA BREDA

KAJA DEN HAAG - DELFT
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